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Dan Coleman has just published In Bed with the Word (university of alberta Press, 2009). From the 
publisher’s website: ‘While reading is a deeply personal activity, paradoxically, it is also fundamentally 
social and outward-looking. daniel Coleman, a lifelong reader and professor of literature, combines sto-
ry with meditation to reveal this paradox and illustrate why, more than ever, we need this special brand 
of “quiet time” in our lives. In Bed with the Word sparks with every conceivable enticement for those 
who worry about living in a culture of distraction and who long to reconnect with something deeper.’ 
Coleman, currently holding a CrC at mcGill, is an alumnus of Campion College and the u of r, with a ba 
Honours, bed, and ma (english); his Phd in english is from the university of alberta.  He held the nash 
Chair in religion at Campion in Winter 2008. 

RobeRt PieRCey (Philosophy, Campion) has also recently published two books.  The Uses of the Past 
from Heidegger to Rorty (Cambridge u Press, 2009) and The Crisis in Continental Philosophy (Continu-
um, 2009). 

according to the publisher: In Uses of the Past ‘robert Piercey asks how it is possible to do philosophy by 
studying the thinkers of the past. He develops his answer through readings of martin Heidegger, rich-
ard rorty, Paul ricoeur, alasdair macIntyre, and other historically-minded philosophers. Piercey shows 
that what is distinctive about these figures is a concern with philosophical pictures - extremely general 
conceptions of what the world is like - rather than specific theories. He offers a comprehensive and il-
luminating exploration of the way in which these thinkers use narrative to evaluate and criticise these 
pictures. The result is a powerful and original account of how philosophers use the past.’

 



cont...

With regard to Crisis, according to Piercey’s publisher, ‘Continental philosophy has traditionally 
seen philosophy as historical, claiming that there are no new beginnings in the discipline, and 
that we must revisit the work of earlier thinkers again and again. yet, continental philosophers 
rarely argue explicitly for their view of philosophy’s past, and the discussions of the topic that 
exist tend to be riddled with confusion. Here, robert Piercey asks why, and explores what the 
continental tradition must do to come to terms with this crisis.’

a joint book launch will be held for these authors at the student Commons, Campion College,  
on 15 april, 3:30 pm. reception to follow.

• • •

Jo-ann ePiskenew (english, Fnuniv) has just published Taking Back Our Spirits: Indigenous 
Literature, Public Policy, and Healing (university of manitoba Press). From the book jacket: ‘From 
the earliest settler policies to deal with the “Indian problem,” to contemporary government-run 
programs ostensibly designed to help Indigenous people, public policy has played a major role 
in creating the historical trauma that so greatly impacts the lives of Canada’s aboriginal peoples. 
Taking Back Our Spirits traces the links between Canadian public policies, the injuries they have 
inflicted on Indigenous people, and the role of Indigenous literature in healing individuals and 
communities. episkenew examines contemporary autobiography, fiction, and drama to reveal 
how these texts respond to and critique public policy, and how literature functions as “medi-
cine” to help cure the colonial contagion.’

• • •

JeRemy RayneR (Political science) has received a major award from the social sciences and 
Humanities research Council Canadian environmental Issues competition. His research project 
is titled, ‘energy Futures: managing a Transition to sustainable energy in saskatchewan.’

• • •

HaRRy (Polo) Diaz (sociology and social studies) has received a major award from the so-
cial sciences and Humanities research Council Canadian environmental Issues competition. 
The project, ‘rural Community and adaptation to drought,’ also includes u of r team mem-
bers maRgot HuRlbeRt (sociology and Justice studies), and Dave sauCHyn (Geography, 
ParC). 

The project intends to develop a systematic understanding of the processes that shape the im-
pacts of drought on rural communities and livelihoods, and the present and future conditions 
and strategies that enhance or constrain adaptive capacity to water shortages. The program ad-
dresses this goal through a comparative study of five rural communities in saskatchewan, using 
the 2001–02 droughts as the central climate event. In this context, the program’s objectives are: 
(a) to identify the impacts of the 2001–02 droughts on the various economic sectors of the 
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communities, and the potential characteristics of droughts in these areas under future climate 
conditions; (b) to examine the different forms of exposure to drought of rural residents, rural 
producers, and rural organizations of the communities; and (c) to examine the adaptation pro-
cess, including implementation of adaptive capacity, assessments and expectations of existing 
drought risk-reducing programs and policies in the context of past and future droughts. The 
research project is implemented in partnership with the Prairie Farm rehabilitation administra-
tion (PFra), a leading federal agency in the area of drought adaptation, and with the saskatch-
ewan research Council, a leading provincial agency in the area of drought research.

• • •

On 18 February, anDRew wenaus, department of english successfully defended his master’s 
thesis, ‘“sometimes It Feels Like The Whole World Is smeared with Vaz:” The Chaotic Fiction of 
Jeff noon,’ under the supervision of niCHolas RuDDiCk. The thesis examines the fiction and 
poetry of contemporary experimental british writer Jeff noon through the critical lens of chaos 
theory.  His recent and upcoming conference presentations include:  ‘Literary metamorphiction 
and Textual mutation in Jeff noon’s Cobralingus,’ at Trash Talkin’: new directions in Popular 
Culture and Contemporary Writing, regina, February 2009; ‘“you are cordially invited to a / 
CHemICaL WeddInG”: metamorphiction and the Germination of new Kinds of Writing in Jeff 
noon’s Cobralingus’ at mcGill university’s 15th annual Graduate Conference on Language and 
Literature: sexing the book: bodies, Texts, Practices, montréal, march 2009; and ‘“When The 
abyss Gazes into you, bill It:” absurdity and Prospect in steve aylett’s/Jeff Lint’s The Caterer,’ 
Queen City Comics Conference, regina, may 2009.

andrew has been accepted into The university’of Western Ontario’s Phd program studying eng-
lish literature for Fall 2009.

• • •

niCole Denis, an ma student in the department of French, presented ‘Putting Culture back 
into Translation studies’ at the 2009 university of regina Graduate and undergraduate re-
search Conference, Putting Theory into Practice: Transferring Creativity in Community Wisdom’ 
3-4 april.

are you interested in making a difference in our community?  do you want to meet like-
minded people while lending a helping hand? Join the university of regina’s day of Caring 
team!

We are looking for 12 faculty members, staff or students to be a part of our team on 2 
June 2009.  Volunteers will work together on a day-long project at a community organization.  

Polo Diaz

Andrew Wenaus
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The day of Caring Week, organized by the united Way of regina, is one of regina’s largest annual volunteer 
events. The program, launched in 1995, has been so successful that it has evolved from a one day-long 
event into a week-long affair. The day of Caring Week (1-5 June 2009) is part of the united Way’s inte-
grated approach to building relationships that create real and positive change in our community.

Individual volunteers have the opportunity to learn about the important work of community-based orga-
nizations, the value of their work and why it makes such a significant difference in our community.  In turn, 
volunteers have the chance to make their own contribution to that work, and many have sought out roles 
with the host organization long after the week has come and gone.  because of this and more, the day of 
Caring Week is more than just hammers, nails and paint: it’s about building relationships and building our 
community - something that benefits us all.

There is no cost to join us - but note that for some interested staff members, it may require that you be 
willing to use a float or vacation day.

Please contact yolanDa Hansen, Coordinator of the Cru, by 8 may to indicate your interest, at 585-
4084 or yolanda.Hansen@uregina.ca.  We would love for you to join us!

The Humanities research Institute will present the 2009 barbara Powell lecture on Friday 17 
april, 7:30 pm in the education auditorium. elizabetH may, leader of the Green Party of 
Canada, will present ‘Planetary Politics: The Personal is Political again.’

In the women’s movement in the 1970s, the saying was `the personal is political.’  The 1970s 
environmental motto was `Think Globally, act Locally.’  The coming climate crisis brings all 
of this together.  We also have to `act globally, while thinking locally,’ while `thinking glob-
ally and acting locally.’  and virtually every personal decision — what car to buy, what cup of 
coffee — has global implications. How do we navigate a new politic as global citizens?  How 
do we empower the world’s peoples to action?  How do we convince Canadians of our own 
power to change the world?

an event poster is appended to this bulletin.

• • •

On 2 may 2009 look for Queen City Comics: astonishing Tales in academia at the university of regina. 
This conference will bring together academics, visual artists, writers, and comic enthusiasts 
from the community. Conference organizer sylvain RHéault (French) notes, ‘since comics 
combine image and narratives that are traditionally the respective turfs of visual art studies and 
literature, a conference on comics is a unique opportunity for multi-disciplinary exchanges.’ The 
conference invites scholars and graduate students from any discipline to attend and present 
papers on topics such as Canadian identity in comics, graphic novels in educational settings, the 
psychology of super-heroes, international and local comics, and graphic novels as journalism. 

an event poster is appended to this bulletin. 
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Wednesday 15 examinations begin

Wednesday 15 3:30 student Commons, 
Campion

book Launch - new piblications by daniel Coleman and 
robert Piercey

Friday 17 7:30 education auditorium HrI barbara Powell Lecture: elizabeth may on Plan-
etary Politics 

Wednesday 28 examinations end

saturday 2 College ave Campus Conference - Queen City Comics

Tuesday 2 Tbd Cru and united Way day of Caring

april

may

june

calendar: upcoming events and deadlines

A complete archive ofpast issues is available from the Campus Digital Archive at: 
http://dspace.cc.uregina.ca/dspace/handle/10294/335 

    Next issue: Tuesday 21 April 2009  
   Deadline for submission of material for next issue: Friday 17  April at 12 noon



planetary politics
the personal is political again

In the women’s movement of the 1970s, the say-
ing was ‘the personal is political.’  The 1970s envi-
ronmental motto was ‘Think Globally, Act Locally.’  
The coming climate crisis brings all of this togeth-
er. We also have to ‘act globally, while thinking lo-
cally,’ while ‘thinking globally and acting locally.’ 
And virtually every personal decision — what car 
to buy, what cup of coffee  — has global implica-
tions. How do we navigate a new politic as global 
citizens?  How do we empower the world’s peoples 
to action? How do we convince Canadians of our 
own power to change the world?

Leader, Green Party o f Canada
Elizabeth May

the humanities research institute presents

   the 2009 barbara powell lecture

friday 17 april  
��������� ����������, ���������� �� ������

7:30 pm

free admission and free parking in the M area o f lot 14 (from 7pm)
for more in formation ca ll 585.4226 




